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Math For Meds

The exciting new 8th edition of this leading calculations text has been beautifully updated by its original authors, and is guaranteed to instruct the beginning learner and graduate returnee alike in refresher math, systems of drug measure and clinical calculations. The content continues to reflect its most adopted format of clearly stated competency outcomes and objectives, its simple to complex instructional approach, and captivating instructional design. Completely up to date content, photos, and problems have been added throughout the text, particularly in the pediatric and IV medications sections. Math for Meds reflects on every page an unmatched clinical reality. Actual drug labels, hypodermic syringe calibrations and realistic medication orders are combined to make all examples and tests uniquely real. Transfer of calculation skills to clinical practice becomes totally nonthreatening as a result of this trend-setting instructional approach. Math for Meds is an invaluable text that students will use at all curricular levels and retain in their professional libraries for lifetime reference. Now in its 27th straight year as the unparalleled leader in its field, Math for Meds continues to set the standards of clinical calculations as they are taught nationwide.

Personal Review: Math for Meds: Dosages and Solutions by Laurie D. Munday
I bought this book for my first semester of nursing classes. I haven't started my classes yet, but I have been working my way through the book ahead of time. It is very easy to read and understand. Step-by-step instructions are concise along with examples. Many examples for you to complete yourself with answers to check your work. Summary tests at the end of each chapter are great too. I am not worried about understanding the concepts in this book once my class starts. I feel very prepared for my class.
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